
'Request for Interpretation' - the builder's declaration 
 
The GBR NCA has questions about the new Certification Measurement Form as follows:  
 
1) Who is the 'builder'?  
 
Discussion  
Modern usage is assumed as the day has long gone where a builder of a yacht made every part from 
basic raw material. 
The present day builder of a yacht, big or small, assembles components.  It is up to the builder then to 
ensure what he has been supplied with will conform to the class rules. 
 
Question: Can the assembler of the parts be considered as the 'builder' and sign the builder's 
declaration?  
 
Answer: Yes.  
 
 
2) How may the 'builder's' declaration be signed?  
 
Discussion  
In the case where a manufacturer supplies a complete boat then the 'builder' is obvious and it is expected 
that the CMF is signed by that manufacturer.  
 
If not, the supplier or commercial moulder of a hull should be asked to provide a written guarantee / 
declaration to the same effect.  This would also apply to the supplier of spar parts. These are for the 
builders’ benefit and owners’ assurance and are not to be sent to the certification authority. 
 
The form separates the builder declaring that the materials conform, from the owner (who may also be 
the builder), undertaking that the boat will be maintained in compliance with class rules. 
 
If the owner is the builder, then he, or she, signs both the builder’s declaration and the owner’s 
undertaking to keep the boat in compliance.  
 
 In the future this may be simplified if the moulder would add to his plate / tag words to the effect, or 
equivalent of,  – “Materials compliant with IOM Class Rules 2013” which can then be accepted as a 
declaration of compliance with the Class Rules. 
 
Question: Is it expected that there should be more than one signature in the case of components 
from different sources?  
 
 Answer: No, in the builder's declaration only one signature is required. It signifies that he has 
obtained any supporting documentation from his supplier that may be asked for, if the Official 
Measurer is in any doubt with any component of the boat. 
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